Designing for Exploratory Search on Touch Devices
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ABSTRACT
Exploratory search confronts users with challenges in expressing search intents as the current search interfaces require investigating result listings to identify search directions, iterative typing, and reformulating queries. We present the design of Exploration Wall, a touch-based search user interface that allows incremental exploration and sense-making of large information spaces by combining entity search, flexible use of result entities as query parameters, and spatial configuration of search streams that are visualized for interaction. Entities can be flexibly reused to modify and create new search streams, and manipulated to inspect their relationships with other entities. Data comprising of task-based experiments comparing Exploration Wall with conventional search user interface indicate that Exploration Wall achieves significantly improved recall for exploratory search tasks while preserving precision. Subjective feedback supports our design choices and indicates improved user satisfaction and engagement. Our findings can help to design user interfaces that can effectively support exploratory search on touch devices.
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INTRODUCTION
Surface computing technologies hold great potential for enhancing information retrieval activities. Devices with touch interaction capabilities make possible to design engaging direct manipulation interactions, facilitate awareness of information available for the user beyond conventional search engine result pages, and afford visualization and spatial organization of content. However, conventional search user interfaces rely exclusively on typed-query interaction and result presentation as ranked list of documents [24], and thus they present challenges when transferred to touch devices.

These design conventions are pernicious for many search scenarios, in particular, exploratory search scenarios, that describe a class of search activities that go beyond basic lookup, typically involving the user in a field with which she is not familiar [38]. Exploratory search patterns are very diverse, but share together common complex user-centered challenges: The need to overcome difficulties in formulating queries in unknown information spaces, ways to learn about the information space and identify possible search directions beyond the entry point specified by an initial query [28].

Causes of inadequacy of classical search interfaces for touch-enabled devices are the poor substitutes for keyboard and mouse inputs. Virtual keyboards are reported to be less performing then their physical counterpart [34], and do not provide usual text editing shortcuts (e.g., copy, cut, paste, cancel). As for mouse-based interactions, touch-based substitutes constrain natural touch interactions and prove difficult for quick and accurate text selection [10]. Also, the lack of window management on touch devices does only allow the visualization of a single query at a time, which hinders comparison and revisiting previously retrieved information.

As a consequence, the fluidity and search performance expected while searching with surfaces is hampered [38]. Therefore, it becomes crucial to design new solutions that overcome the limitations of conventional search user interfaces and bring in forefront the potential of multi-touch interaction.
We present the design of Exploration Wall, a novel search user interface for facilitating exploratory search tasks on touch devices. Exploration Wall is based on the following design principles targeting above-mentioned challenges:

1. Flexible reuse and combination of items to facilitate query formulation.
2. Result sets of not only documents but most relevant entities to foster iterative query reformulation.
3. Use of spatial configuration of multiple search streams to identify search directions and learn about the information space.

Our design was found to facilitate exploratory search behavior when compared to the conventional baseline search user interface, as indicated by measured system effectiveness. Moreover, users were found to be more engaged with the task and subjectively more satisfied by their exploratory search. Our findings suggest that our principles can be effective when designing search user interfaces for touch devices, and can overcome many limitations of the direct adaptation of conventional search user interfaces to surfaces.

BACKGROUND

Exploratory Search

Most available tools for information retrieval focus on lookup retrieval, such as looking up the address of a restaurant or reminding a historical fact, while many users search to solve more complex tasks that require exploration of the information space. White [38] describes exploratory search as activities that move beyond basic lookup retrieval. Such activities rely on learning and investigation [22]. Exploratory search activities have no predetermined goals and are described as open-ended [38]. Therefore, the absence of clear user intents leads to difficulties in formulating queries.

Exploratory search processes are considered dynamic. As the information space is unknown or unfamiliar to the user, the query formulation evolves iteratively as the user becomes more familiar with the context [7]. In addition, exploratory search tasks include cognitive and behavioral attributes [40]. Cognitive attributes can be defined as those that have the reasoning associated with conducting an exploratory search and involve learning and investigation as goals; general and ill-structured problems; uncertainty; dynamic, multi-faceted and complex search tasks and are accompanied with sensemaking, decision making or other cognition.

As stated, in the context of exploratory search users need particular support in formulating queries, learning about the information space and identifying possible search directions. Next we review how visual interfaces have been developed to address these issues.

Visual Interfaces in Search

Recently, a variety of search systems have been developed in order to enable faster relevance judgment and effective feedback [12, 17, 19, 23, 32]. Several visualization approaches have been explored including multiple linked lists, scatter plots, graphs and their combinations [31, 19]. These types of visual search systems are distinguished from familiar query composition ones (e.g., Project Blacklight [30]) because of their emphasis on rapid filtering to reduce result sets, progressive refinement of search parameters, continuous reformulation of goals, and visual scanning to identify results [1].

Currently, visual approaches attempt to better support exploration in different ways: supporting sense making by incrementally and interactively exploring the network of data [8], showing how visualization support user involvement in the recommendation providing rationale behind suggested items [35], visualizing relations of different queries and result sets [2]. Recent work shows how to support users to view and manipulate their search intent models as viewed by the system [2, 3, 29, 11]. This work attempts to combine personalization of search with visualization approaches offering support to formulate queries and learning about the information space helping users in directing their search [29]. While these systems demonstrate the importance of investigating visual user interfaces in exploratory search, they have not been considered for multi-touch devices.

Recent visual interfaces in search have shown the effectiveness of interacting visually with query elements and results combined with computational techniques that support exploration. Multi-touch devices could provide an opportunity for visual interactive search for their capability to encourage manipulation of visual elements and for the limits posed by the absence of mouse and keyboard. In the next section we inspect previous work on search interfaces on touch-enabled devices.

Search with Touch Devices

The workshop on exploratory search and Human-Computer Interaction at the 2007 CHI conference [37] demonstrates the interest in the research community on extending search interfaces to new kind of interactive environments. One of the discussed topics, in fact, was about the need to better understand how to design exploratory search systems for beyond-the-desktop interaction. There is a raising need for search system designs on interactive displays that take advantage of the idiosyncrasies of multi-touch interactions [39] instead of simply being directly ported from desktop-based interfaces.

One of the critical issues is to reduce the need for text entry, which is not suitable for touch-based interaction [42]. In the case of a small form-factor, FaThumb [18] explores web browsing on mobile phones by providing an interface that exploits facet navigation and limits text entry only to further narrow search results. Findings from the user evaluation demonstrated that text entry is more efficient for direct search while for open-ended search facet navigation offers better performances. Multi-touch gesture-based interaction has also been exploited as a mean to improve targeted search of specific content. For instance, Gesture Search [20] is a tool that allows users to define personalized touch gestures to quickly access data items on their mobile phone. The Questions not Answers (QnA) [16] prototype is an interesting instance of a system that exploits social interactions and context-awareness capabilities of mobile devices in order to offer reuse of previous
queries based on geographical locations. The system maps other users’ queries to their physical location and provides an interface to display them on an interactive map. Results from the user study demonstrated that displaying previous query result in less need to formulate new query or to a better formulation, which is influenced by the displayed queries.

Concerning large surfaces, like in public display settings, surface computing has been examined particularly for open-ended information exploration [14, 9]. Especially interesting cases are the EMDiallog [13], which provides a visual exploration environment for an artist’s work in a museum via temporal and contextual dimensions, and the Bohemian Bookshelf [33], which is designed to systematically support serendipitous discoveries while searching in a book collection through different interlinked visualizations. Insights from these research works led to several design principles for search interfaces in public spaces, such as combining different search strategies, rewarding short-term and long-term exploration and making information exploration appealing through engaging multi-touch interaction and information visualizations. Research literature emphasized on the use of large interactive surfaces for collaborative search tasks. Morris et al. [24] have conducted extensive empirical research on collaborative information seeking using horizontal surfaces, providing discussions on opportunities, challenges and design principles for the development of co-located search systems on tabletops along different dimensions such as collaboration styles, search input, group size and application domains. Efficient text entry by enabling the reuse of existing text instead of typing all searches on a virtual keyboard is also a leading design goal in the case of large surfaces [25].

From the state of the art, it is manifest that current solutions are modeling search systems for small or large surface and there is a lack of investigation on touch interfaces for medium-sized display screens, such as tablets. They present different affordances if compared to smaller or larger form-factor, and therefore need a different design approach. For instance, they do not support collaborative tasks as large surfaces do —given the limited screen size— but the display dimension is still bigger than mobile phones —while supporting users mobility— thus allowing richer visualisations, arrangements of interface elements and touch-based manipulations (e.g., two-handed gestures).

DESIGN CHALLENGES
From the state of the art, we identified three main challenges:

1. Formulating queries in unknown information spaces
   Activities considered as related to exploratory search are very diverse and hard to define in a consolidated way. But unlike basic lookup search, they usually take place in areas that are unfamiliar to the user and are characterized by the frequent need to reformulate the query.

2. Learning about the information space and identifying possible search directions
   The spatial metaphor of exploration applied to information retrieval well describes the need for steering the exploratory evolution in the information space. Narrowing possibilities to make steering decisions implies continuous gain of topical information.

3. Going through long lists of results with low information gain
   In current search systems, users are forced to invest significant cognitive efforts in acquiring cues to formulate queries from the intermediate results, instead of focusing on collecting and learning from relevant information. Long lists of results conflict with the idea of a dynamic steering by slowing down the iterative process of query reformulation.

4. Typing and manipulating queries
   Exploratory search activities performed on a traditional typed-query search interface require a lot of text entry and text manipulation. On touch devices, text manipulation is made difficult by the absence of a physical keyboard, hotkeys or shortcuts, and the lack of an accurate selection tool.

GENERAL DESIGN PRINCIPLES
From the above mentioned challenges, we came up with targeted design principles to guide the implementation of our prototype:

A. Flexible reuse and combination of information items to facilitate query formulation
   To reduce the need for text entry (challenge 4), we chose to itemize information into entities of different types that can be flexibly manipulated and “dragged around” to support and facilitate all fundamental tasks like selection, duplication, grouping, deletion. Entities would be used to formulate queries, either individually or combined, to get a set of new entities as search results. An existing query could then be easily refined or reformulated by addition or removal of such entities and the results would update accordingly.

The possibility to input text is still necessary in some situations, for example when the system fails to make the proper suggestions or when specifying a first query. We decided our design should thus support it as an alternative and as a way to instantiate a search session.

B. Result sets of not only documents but most relevant entities to foster iterative query reformulation
   To foster iterative query reformulation (challenge 3), we introduce the notion of search streams which describes an interactive structure supporting a query and related results: the query itself is formed of one or more entities and is composed by the user, while the results are shown as a vertical arrangement of entities related to the query and positioned above it. In the query area, items can be moved freely. Under a certain horizontal distance threshold, those entities are considered as a single query. The unity of a query is visualized through a network of thin lines linking the entities together. At first the query visually leads to a button that triggers the retrieval. The search engine then returns a set of entities related to the query. Those represents not only retrieved documents but also new entities, such as keywords or persons. They are vertically ordered by type and relevance. The flexibility of the search stream comes from its two level structure. It acts partly as a consolidated unit which can be moved around and considered as an almost traditional list of results, but each document or
entity can become a new query, or part of an existing query, in the same stream or a parallel one.

C. Use of spatial configuration of multiple streams to identify search directions and learn about the information space
To facilitate steering decisions (challenge 2) and help the user formulate queries (challenge 1), our design supports search on simultaneous parallel streams. Persistency of search and context improves exploration by fostering trials without fear of losing current work, and supporting information comparison and entity association leading to quick instantiation of new queries or quick query re-formulation. It also allows the user to keep track of former queries and results while supporting unconstrained branching and revisits in the actual search process.

EXPLORATION WALL
Here we describe the interactions and implementation of the system based on the above mentioned design principles.

The User Interface
The interface of Exploration Wall is entirely dedicated to its main workspace (Figure 1), which is divided in two areas: the query area at the bottom (Figure 1-a) and the result area on top (Figure 1-b). The workspace supports information in the form of parallel search streams (Figure 1-c1 and c2) organized by taking advantage of the multi-touch ability: it can be scrolled on the horizontal axis with a simple swipe gesture on the background, horizontal space can be added or removed at will from a specific location using a conventional pinch gesture, the same pinch gesture can also be used to dilate or contract space (e.g., to quickly improve legibility of an area cramped with information).

In current instantiation, entities are of three types (Figure 1): Documents (Figure 1-d1), Authors (Figure 1-d2) and Keywords (Figure 1-d3). Each entity is represented by a pictogram, a label and a relevance gauge. One can move an entity by dragging its pictogram. Additional interactions include: tap on the title of a document to reveal additional information like source and content, tap on the icon to store the entity. Stored entities appear highlighted and can be found in the storage drawer described below.

The storage drawer (Figure 1-e) offers an unobtrusive solution that acts as a reading list as well as an always accessible storage area for information transit. One opens and closes it by performing a swipe gesture from the right edge of the display.

The Search Engine
The search engine was designed to support multi-touch interaction design of Exploration Wall and is based on two design rationales. First, the entity ranking where entities that are returned for the user to manipulate and use to formulate queries should be as central to the topic as possible. For example, if the user searches for "information retrieval", she is not expecting back only entities that occur in the top ranked
documents, but that are central for the field of information retrieval. Second, the document ranking where the documents that are returned for the user as results after making some query, say “information retrieval” and “relevance feedback” should be not the most central entities, but the most relevant documents matching the query.

**Entity Ranking**

We represent the data as an undirected graph, where each document, keyword, and author are represented as vertices and the edges represent their occurrence in the document data.

The centrality ranking is based on the user’s relevance feedback on vertices determined by dragging them into the query area. Each cluster in a query area represents a separate query that consists of a set of vertices. We use the personalized PageRank method [15] to compute the ranking of the vertices. The set of nodes that the user has chosen to be part of an individual query form the personalization vector that is set to be the prior for the PageRank computation [15]. We compute the steady distribution by using the power iteration method with 50 iterations. The top k=10 nodes from each entity category (keyword, author) are selected for presentation for the user.

**Document Ranking**

The document ranking is based on language modelling approach of information retrieval [41], where a unigram language model is built for each document and the maximum likelihood of the document generating the query is used to compute the ranking. We use Jelinek-Mercer smoothing to avoid zero probabilities in the estimation.

Intuitively, separating the entity ranking and document ranking approaches makes it possible to compute a limited set of entities that are likely to be the most important in the graph given the user interactions and allows users to target their feedback on a subset of the most central nodes given the interaction history of the user in any subsequent iteration. At the same time, the document ranking enables accurate and well-established methodology for ensuring relevance of the documents.

**EVALUATION**

The main purpose of the evaluation was to observe the effects and implications of the design of Exploration Wall on search performance and search behavior. Therefore, Exploration Wall was compared to a conventional search interface which was used as a baseline. The experiment concerned the following factors: effectiveness, expert rating, search behavior, usability and user engagement. The evaluation was composed of two tasks, a short one (5 minutes) and a long one (20 minutes).

**Dataset**

We used a document set including over 50 million scientific documents from the following data sources: the Web of Science prepared by Thomson Reuters, Inc., the Digital Library of the Association of Computing Machinery (ACM), the Digital Library of Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), and the Digital Library of Springer. The information about each document consists of: title, abstract, author names, and publication venue. Both the baseline and Exploration Wall used the same document set.

We decided to limit the data to scientific literature for two reasons. First, the data should allow retrieval tasks that result in exploration, and scientific search tasks are suitable for scenarios where users’ goals are uncertain and require exploratory search behavior. Second, experts were available for providing high quality relevance assessments for task outcomes.

**Baseline**

The baseline, shown on Figure 3, was implemented following the interface principles of traditional search tools: typed query and resulting list of returned documents presented by title, with authors and keywords. The system uses the same dataset used by Exploration Wall to permit comparability. Also, the ranking is based on the same document retrieval model as in Exploration Wall, but to mimic traditional search engines it ranks only documents, while authors and keywords are only shown as additional information associated to each document. Last, our system did not allow dynamic updates of the search result when typing the query. All these factors
aimed to create a baseline allowing us to focus the evaluation solely on the user interface design of Exploration Wall.

Tasks
The evaluation was composed of two tasks, a short one and a long one. We chose 6 possible different topics for the two tasks: crowdsourcing, smartphones energy efficiency, diagrams, semantic web, lie detection and digital audio effects. In order to ensure that participants were not experts in the topics and could perform a real exploratory search, they pre-rated their familiarity with the topics on a 1 (less familiar) to 5 (most familiar) scale. The four less familiar topics were used in the tasks. Both tasks were performed with different topics, so the participants did not the know the results from the previous task.

Short Task
For this task, we asked the users: "Search and list 5 relevant authors, documents and keywords that you consider relevant in topic Y." The time limit for this task was 5 minutes.

Long Task
For this task, we asked the users: "Imagine that you are writing a scientific essay on the topic X. Search and collect as many relevant scientific documents as possible that you find useful for this essay. During the task, please, list what you think are the top five key technologies, persons, documents and research areas and write five bullet lines, which would work as the core content of the essay." The time limit for this task was 20 minutes.

Participants and Procedure
We recruited 10 researchers from the computer science departments of two universities with a range of research experience. The 20% of them were females, which matched the gender ratio of both departments, and the mean age was $M=30.5$, $SD=5.52$. For the experiment participants used an iPad Air Wi-Fi tablet, as shown on Figure 4.

In this study, we followed a within-subjects experiment design, counter-balanced by changing the order of the two tested interfaces, as well as the order of the two tasks. Before starting the main tasks, users received detailed instructions on how to use the interface and performed a 5 minutes training task on each interface. For text entry, we relied on the native virtual keyboard of the tablet. At the end of the sessions participants were asked to answer the UES and SUS questionnaires for each interface via on-line forms (Google Forms). We used the API and service of logentries.com to log all actions and data.

MEASURES
The experiment considered the following factors: effectiveness, expert rating, search behavior, usability and user engagement which were measured as follows.

Effectiveness
The effectiveness refers to the quality of the information retrieved and displayed by a system. Since our baseline system returns lists of documents while Exploration Wall returns lists of mixed-type entities, we chose to solely measure the quality of the displayed documents. We created ground truth by pooling the retrieved documents from the system logs. Domain experts were then asked to assess the relevance of the retrieved documents on a binary scale (relevant or irrelevant). Effectiveness was measured by precision, recall and F-measure at two levels [21]. First, we measured the average retrieval effectiveness at a query level as an average quality of the documents returned in response to a user interaction. Second, we measured the retrieval effectiveness at task level as an cumulative quality of documents retrieved within the whole search session.
Figure 5. Effectiveness results for the short and long tasks split by participants. Results are reported as the mean of every query-response of each participant during the task.

**Expert Rating**
Experts were asked to rate the task outcome. For the short task, the outcome was a list of documents, and two types of entities: authors and keywords. The relevance of each item was evaluated on a 5-point scale (1 less relevant - 5 most relevant). The outcome of the long task was an essay, a set of documents, and a set of entities: keywords representing technologies and research areas, and persons. The sets of documents and entities were evaluated in the same way as in the short task, while the essay was evaluated on a different 5-point scale (5=Excellent, 4=Good, 3=Satisfactory, 2=Deficient, 1=Failing).

**Search Trail Analysis**
In order to understand and compare users’ search behavior, we logged user actions and extracted corresponding search trails using a method resembling White’s [36]. In a similar manner, we then looked for descriptive statistics of the search trails by selecting six parameters relevant to both interfaces.

- Number of queries: the total number of queries that were submitted during each task on both interface.
- Number of text entries per query
- Number of revisits: The number of revisits to a query or stream consulted earlier in the current trail.
- Number of branches: The number of times a subject revisited a query or stream on the current trail and then proceeded with formulation of a new query.
- Number of queries/min: the number of queries per minute that were submitted during each task on both interface.
- Number of parallel queries: Number of parallel streams produced with Exploration Wall or number of tabs opened with the baseline.

**Usability and Engagement**
As usability assessment questionnaires we used the standard System Usability Scale (SUS) [6] and the User Engagement Scale (UES) for exploratory search [26]. SUS consists of a ten item questionnaire and is a widely used and validated for measuring perceptions of usability. Since the degree of user engagement is a strong indicator of exploratory search performance [38], we chose to use UES for exploratory search. The User Engagement Scale (UES) questionnaire include 27 questions considering six different dimensions: Aesthetics (AE), Focused Attention (FA), Felt Involvement (FI), Perceived Usability (PUs), Novelty (NO) and Endurability (EN) aspects of the experience.

**RESULTS**
In this section, we present results from the user experiments divided according to the different factors: effectiveness, expert rating, search trail analysis, and usability and engagement.

**Effectiveness**
The effectiveness results are given in Table 1. The results show that Exploration Wall shows substantial improvement in the long task. The improvement was found to hold for task-level measurement, but also for averaged interaction-level measurement for which the recall and the F-measure were found to be significantly higher compared to the baseline. On average at the query level, the F-measure for the Exploration Wall was improved ($M=0.136, SD=0.122$). This improve...
provement was statistically significant, \( t(9)=3.519, p < 0.01 \). This is a direct consequence of the improvement in the recall \( (M=0.142, SD=0.094, t(9)=4.790, p < 0.001) \). The difference in precision was not significant \( (M=0.005, SD=0.366) \) which indicates that while Exploration Wall improves recall it retains precision. In terms of effectiveness, no statistically significant differences between the systems were found in the short task.

Figure 5 shows the query-level effectiveness for the long tasks and the short task split by participants. Exploration Wall constantly outperforms the baseline system in terms of recall and F-measure in the long task. The effect is steady across participants. No significant differences between the systems were found in the short task.

**Expert Rating**

Unlike the effectiveness, the expert rating showed no significant differences between the Exploration Wall and the Baseline. Regarding the relevance of selected items, the mean values for the long task were \( M=3.54, SD=0.67 \) for Exploration Wall and \( M=3.45, SD=0.82 \) for Baseline, while for short task they were \( M=3.00, SD=1.23 \) for Exploration Wall and \( M=3.83, SD=0.99 \) for Baseline. Regarding the relevance of the essays produced in the end of the long task the mean values were \( M=3.90, SD=0.75 \) for Exploration Wall and \( M=4.05, SD=0.69 \) for Baseline.

**Search Trail Analysis**

Table 2 shows the results of the search trail analysis. The Shapiro-Wilk test indicated that the search trail data did not follow a normal distribution, and the Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs test was used for significance testing. The users in the Exploration Wall condition found to use all of the measured interaction features significantly more than the users in the baseline condition in the long task. Differences were also found in the short task. The users in the Exploration Wall condition typed less, branched more, and used more parallel queries.

**Usability and Engagement**

The results for the mean of answers of the SUS questionnaire, i.e., for usability, were \( M=78.85, SD=12.43 \) for Exploration Wall and \( M=62.25, SD=15.65 \) for the baseline. A paired t-test showed a significant difference \( (t(9)=2.36, p < 0.05) \) between the two systems, revealing higher usability for Exploration Wall. The results of the UES questionnaires are also favorable for Exploration Wall. Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs test shows that in 70% of the questions there is a significant difference between the interfaces, all in favour of Exploration Wall.

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS**

Challenges in supporting exploratory search include providing resources for formulating queries in unknown areas [11], learning about possible directions in the information space [29], and going through long list of results with low information gain [38, 5]. In particular on keyboard-less touch devices the challenges are aggravated by typing efforts. We introduced Exploration Wall a novel user interface that addresses these challenges with a principled design. The founding principle is to transform results into entities that can be flexibly manipulated and used for creating queries and search streams. The wall is a canvas where parallel and previous search streams are juxtaposed and provide a spatial exploration of the information space and possible exploration directions. The manipulation includes inspecting relationship between entities and facilitating the creation of new search streams.

The study shows how Exploration Wall is an effective tool for exploratory search on touch surfaces. Participants using Exploration Wall were able to exploit parallel search streams to iteratively refine their queries and deeply explore the search space.
tree. The difference in recall proves that more relevant documents were retrieved when using Exploration Wall.

Exploration Wall also led to a more active search behavior, with more queries per minute and more branches. In addition, if we consider the fact that participants used more parallel queries with Exploration Wall (parallel streams) than with the baseline (parallel tabs), we can conclude that the participants took advantage of parallel streams with consequent avoidance of text input.

Results from the UES questionnaire also show a better user engagement, a factor that is likely to have contributed to the more active search behavior. In addition, the SUS scale shows that Exploration Wall presents a better usability than conventional search interfaces on tablets.

The study confirms how our design approach facilitates query formulation, by directing exploration in unknown areas, and providing alternatives to text inputs. While little or no differences were appreciated in short tasks, Exploration Wall proved to be an effective tool for long tasks by showing improved recall while preserving precision, as well as improved user engagement and satisfaction.

In addition to the positive results, this work is adaptable to many applications and setups that would enable new possibilities to be found through deeper study of user behavior (e.g. search strategies and nature of composed queries). It has important implications for future development of exploratory search systems in particular considering multimodal interaction and user interface for entity oriented search [27]. The principles are applicable to other datasets such as for example news search [4] as well as other devices and sizes (e.g. large multi-touch screen for collaborative work, mobile devices for mobility and privacy, combinations of devices, desktop).

Considering this, as well as the growing popularity of touch devices, our work offers a powerful and flexible template to be considered when designing user interfaces supporting exploratory search.
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